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Abstract

Putative fluvial dunes have been identified within the Athabasca Valles and associated network of channels on Mars. Previous published work identified and measured bedforms in Athabasca Valles using photoclino- nometry methods on 2-3 m/pixel resolution Mars Orbiter Camera Narrow Angle images, and argued that these were created by an aqueous megaflood that occurred between 2 and 8 million years ago. This event is likely to have occurred due to geological activity associated with the Cerberus Fossae fracture system at the source of Athabasca Vallis. The present study has used higher resolution, 25 cm/pixel images from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter HiRISE camera, as well as stereo-derived digital terrain models and GIS software, to re-measure and evaluate these bedforms together with data from newly discovered neighbouring fields of bedforms. The analysis indicates that the bedforms are aqueous dunes, in that they occur in channel locations where dunes would be expected to be preserved and moreover they have geometries very similar to megaflood dunes on Earth. Dune geometries are used to estimate megaflood discharge rates, including uncertainty, which results support previous flood estimates that indicate that a flood with a discharge of $\sim 2 \times 10^6 m^3 s^{-1}$ created these bedforms.

Highlights

• Athabasca Valles bedforms have similar geometries to megaflood Earth aqueous dunes
• Earth-based dune height-length quantitative predictors fit well to Mars dunes
• Discharge estimates indicate a 2 million $m^3 s^{-1}$ megaflood deposited the dunes
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1. Introduction

Athabasca Valles is an outflow channel ~300 km long and ~20 km wide located in the Elysium Planitia region of Mars. The channel is thought to have been carved by a high-discharge flood of water, an interpretation based on features such as streamlined islands and a low number of tributaries (e.g., Burr et al., 2002a, 2002b), though some authors have suggested that fluid lavas might have carved it instead (e.g., Jaeger et al., 2010). Through examination of the topography and the consistent morphology of surface textures throughout the region, it is expected that flood waters originating from the Cerberus Fossae flowed along Athabasca Valles and debouched into the Western Elysium Basin (Balme et al., 2010), a flat floored basin of ~150,000 km², and then ‘filled and spilled’ through smaller sub-basins, forming several other outflow networks, including the Lethe Valles system of channels and basins (Balme et al., 2011). Several authors (e.g., Jaeger et al., 2007; Keszthelyi et al., 2004; Plescia, 2003) have proposed that this flood-landscape was later infilled by fluid lavas, whereas others argue for a purely fluvial/lacustrine origin (i.e. debris covered ice, or textures related to the disappearance of a frozen lake) to form the present surface morphology (e.g., Brackenridge, 1993; Murray et al., 2005). Irrespective of whether the current surface is volcanic or ice-related, the majority consensus is that Athabasca Vallis was created by fluvial floods, although the hypothesis of it being carved by fluid lavas remains, and indeed this hypothesis has been proposed for outflow channels on Mars in general (Leverington, 2011).

The origin of the flood waters have been attributed to dike intrusions and faulting, leading to melting of large amounts of cryospheric ice (Berman and Hartmann, 2002; Burr et al., 2002a; Head et al., 2003; Plescia, 2003) which then carved Athabasca Valles. The ‘pristine’ appearance of the geomorphology, and measured impact crater size-frequency statistics suggest that flooding occurred as recently as 2–8 Ma (Burr et al., 2002b).
Putative subaqueous dunes (Burr et al., 2004) were identified using Mars Orbiter Camera Narrow Angle (MOC NA; e.g., Malin and Edgett, 2001) images in Athabasca Vallis. They occur in regions expected to have been inundated with flood waters, 60 km down-reach of the channel head (Burr et al., 2004). Burr et al., (2004) used photoclinometry to characterize dune morphometry and applied hydraulic modelling to these data to estimate the discharge of the palaeofloods. The MOC NA images used for this study had a spatial resolution of about 2 m per pixel, and the photoclinometry techniques they applied have some caveats (such as consistent albedo across the features being an assumption), however the authors concluded that the data were sufficiently good to support the hypothesis that the dunes were formed by the fluvial flooding, and that the discharge was \( \sim 2 \times 10^6 \text{ m}^3\text{s}^{-1} \).

In this work, we test the hypothesis that these are flood-formed dunes as proposed by Burr et al., (2004) by applying a new dataset that provides better topographic information about the same dune field. Through the use of high resolution stereo images (from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment ‘HiRISE’; 25 cm/pixel; McEwen et al., 2007) from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) spacecraft, we have been able to generate very high resolution (~1 m grid) digital elevation models of these dunes. We use these data to independently test the conclusions of Burr et al. (2004). Furthermore, we have found similar, apparently fluvial, bedforms in several other areas of this channel network (one more site in Athabasca Valles and two in Lethe Valles; Fig. 1) and have been able to create high resolution digital elevation models for two of these areas.

The first new site occurs in an overspill channel south of the main Athabasca Vallis and is about 200 km from source. The other two new sites are within Lethe Valles – the overspill system that allows return flow from the main Western Elysium Planitia basin to meet earlier overspills south of Athabasca (see mapping in Balme et al., 2010) and are over 600 km from the source region. We have called the areas studied by Burr et al., (2004) ‘Site 1’, the Athabasca overspill site ‘Site 2’, the upstream Lethe Vallis area ‘site 3’ and...
the downstream Lethe Vallis area ‘Site 4’. This study seeks to determine whether these newly found features are indicative of fluvial flooding in these areas. We use the morphometry data for the dunes to derive possible discharge values for the fluvial floods assumed to have formed these features, and compare with previous estimates of discharge.

2. Background

2.1 Young Martian Outflow Channels

Morphological features such as deeply incised channels, streamlined islands and cataracts and channel breaks have been identified that are strong indicators of the action of floodwaters on Mars (e.g., Baker, 1982; Baker and Milton, 1974; Burr et al. 2009). Many of these channel networks on Mars are ancient and were formed in the Noachian and Hesperian periods which are expected to have been able to support a more active hydrosphere (e.g., Carr, 2000; Craddock and Howard, 2002; Pollack et al., 1987). However, flood channels occur on Mars that seem to have been active in geologically recent times (the Amazonian epoch), including Mangala Valles (e.g., Basilevsky et al., 2009; Tanaka and Chapman, 1990) and Athabasca Valles (e.g., Berman and Hartmann, 2002; Burr et al., 2002b; Burr et al. 2009). Athabasca has been dated, based on impact crater statistics, as having formed within the last 10 million years (Burr et al., 2002b), although possible later infill by lavas (Jaeger et al., 2007; Plescia, 2003) and superposition relations with the Medusa Fossae Formation (Balme et al., 2010; Burr et al., 2002a), could suggest an older formation age.

The extension and fracture of the crust that formed the Cerberus Fossae (upper right of Fig. 1) might have released significant amounts of subsurface water, possibly as a result of dike emplacement (Head et al., 2003; Plescia, 2003; Vetterlein and Roberts, 2010). Examining the size and scale of Athabasca Valles and geomorphological features found within the channel allows inferences about the scale of flood
waters to be made, and about possible sequences of events. Recently Balme and Gallagher (2009) identified evidence for former ground ice in the head regions of Athabasca Vallis – suggesting that if episodes of volcanic and fluvial activity occurred, the fluvial flooding was probably the most recent, or that morphologies generated by ground ice were not completely erased by later volcanism.

2.2 Terrestrial megafloods as analogues for Mars

Landforms indicative of large scale, short-duration flood events occur in many locations on Earth (Carling et al., 2009a); including the Channelled Scablands in Washington State, USA (summarised by Baker, 2009), within the Altai mountains in Siberia (Carling, 1996a, 1996b), and deep underwater on the bottom of the English channel between France and the UK (Gupta et al., 2007; Gupta et al., 2017). These outflows contain features of a similar scale to those identified in Athabasca Valles, and are good analogues for catastrophic outflow channels on Mars in general. Hydraulic modelling, derived from palaeodischarge calculations of Earth flood events, have been used to estimate discharge rates on Mars (Leask et al., 2006; McIntyre et al., 2012; see also references in Wilson et al., 2009). Uncertainties in estimating floodwater heights in Martian outflow channels have created difficulties in estimating discharge, and hence the inferred discharge values range across orders of magnitude (see sensitivity analysis of McIntyre et al., 2012 for example). The results from various Martian studies have found discharge estimates that fall mainly between a range of $10^6$ and $10^8$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$, but which can be as high as $10^{10}$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ (Wilson et al., 2009) depending on assumptions made about water depths and flow regimes and the size of the system itself. Burr et al. (2004) used an approach based on the work of Carling (1996b), who noted that bedform size and shape can scale with flow velocity and depth, and so the use of bedform morphometry can give an estimate of flow depth independent of channel morphology, and hence a better discharge estimate.

Burr et al. (2004) used MOC image E10-01384 (3.1 m/pixel resolution) to argue that "channel-transverse dune-like bedforms, ten to a hundred meters in wavelength scale" were flood formed subaque-
ous dunes rather than antidunes or aeolian dunes. They noted that “the blunt concordant outer terminations of the dunes, the dunes’ contiguity to the streamlined form and their albedo appear more consistent with subaqueous formation (than aeolian)”. Burr et al. (2004) used photoclinometry to measure the topography of these dunes and, by comparison of these data to Siberian flood-formed dunes (Carling, 1996b), argued that the Martian bedforms were comparable with the Siberian dunes in size and shape, and hence could be used to estimate flood discharge using the Carling (1996b) palaeohydraulic model. Using plausible estimates for grain size and bed roughness they calculated a discharge estimate of $\sim 2 \times 10^6 \, \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$.

3. Method

3.1. Creation of Digital Terrain Models from HiRISE stereo images

Of the four study areas, sites 1-3 had available HiRISE stereo images (the Athabasca Vallis area studied by Burr et al. (2004), the Athabasca overspill area, and the Lethe Vallis upstream region) at time of writing. The other area, the downstream Lethe Vallis area, has good coverage in CTX data but CTX-derived stereo products are of too coarse a resolution to be used in this study. We followed standard techniques to create the stereo DEMs (Kirk et al., 2008), using the Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS), freely-available through the United States Geological Survey (USGS), and the commercial software SOCET SET, available from BAE Systems. We produced stereo DEMs with a spatial resolution of 1 m/pixel and orthorectified images at 25 cm/pixel. We estimate the vertical precision of the DEMs using previous methods (Kirk et al., 2003; 2008; Okubo, 2010), the values of which are given in Table 1. In order to avoid analysis of interpolated data or DEM artefacts, we did not edit our DEMs after production, but instead highlighted and avoided any areas that contained artefacts. Such areas were identified using a hill-shade data product and the DEM itself. This approach was justified in this study, as there were very few artefacts ($<<1\%$ of DEM area) in the final DEMs, and none on or nearby any of the studied putative dunes.
Table 1. HiRISE stereo observations and DEMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Left Observation</th>
<th>Right Observation</th>
<th>Produced by</th>
<th>DEM Resolution (m/px)</th>
<th>Vertical Precision (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PSP_003294_1895</td>
<td>PSP_002661_1895</td>
<td>UoA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PSP_010045_1880</td>
<td>PSP_009768_1880</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PSP_006762_1840</td>
<td>PSP_010335_1840</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>No HiRISE stereo coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Duneform morphometry

The stereo derived DTMs were imported into ArcGIS software, together with the orthorectified images. Putative dunes were identified visually, then topographic profiles created perpendicular to the crest of the dunes to extract data along that line. These profiles provide data describing the dune shape (Fig. 3) and were used to measure height (Hd), total length (L), stoss length (Ls) and lee length (Ls). Measurement error was estimated to be +/- 1 image pixel. From these data, secondary data such as steepness (Hd/L), asymmetry (Ls/Ll), and stoss and lee slope angles were calculated. When interrogating the DTM data with 25cm/pixel orthoimages overlain, measurement error on horizontal distance was relatively small (+/- 25cm compared with measurements of the order of 10m), but relative vertical error was greater, being similar to or slightly less than the pixel size of the original images (Kirk et al., 2008) from which the DTM was created (table 1) for measurements of the order of only a metre or so in height.

4. Observations and measurements

4.1. Observations of dune-like landforms

Fig. 4 shows details of example dunes from each site as viewed in HiRISE images, revealing differences in morphology. Some aspects of the dunes are common to all sites, however. For example, the crest ridges of the putative dunes are generally transverse to the flow direction of any flooding, inferred from the shapes of the channels and streamlined forms within them. The exception is site 3, discussed below, in
which the dunes have a rhomboid form. Also, the dunes occur near the margins of the channel, or close to islands or flow obstacles. There is a clear central channel region in each site in which the dunes either did not form, formed but were then swept away (and did not reform), or formed and were overlain by later flows or another infilling mechanism.

Site 1: The first area of putative aqueous dunes (Fig. 4a), described previously by Burr et al. (2004), is located approximately 60 km down slope from the Cerberus Fossae within the Athabasca Vallis main channel. This field of sinuous to linear ridges is ~ 6 km long and up to ~ 400 m wide. The proposed dunes are aligned transverse to the channel slope and are contiguous with a streamlined obstacle (apparently an eroded impact crater with a depositional tail) within the channel. The ridges have a wavelength of ~ 50 m and the morphology and scale of the bedforms are generally consistent along its length. The simple morphology of the dunes is disturbed in places by circular features sometimes described as Ring Mound Landforms (RMLs; Jaeger et al., 2007). The surfaces of the dunes are rough at metre-scale, giving them a “scaly” appearance. The areas between the dunes have a similar texture, except for some smooth, bright regions. Ninety topographic profile measurements of these bedforms were made across the dunefield. Typically, the dunes are ~ 50 m in length and ~3 m height. Stoss slope lengths average ~ 33 m and are typically greater than lee slope lengths (average ~ 17 m) giving a mean asymmetry of 1.9. The largest bedform is ~ 94 m long and the tallest 5.5 m high.

In addition to the ridge-like “2D” dune forms at site 1, a small number (9) of more isolated “3D” dune forms were analysed. These have mean length of ~ 63 m and mean height of ~ 4 m, and a mean asymmetry of 1.3. All these data are summarised in table 2.
Site 2: The second site, where we made a new identification of possible dunes, is located within a network of channels that are shaped by an overspill from the main Athabasca Valles channel. This overspill is ~ 200 km from the Cerberus Fossae origination point along the main Athabasca Valles channel. The dunes are ~ 16 km south of the overspill point and are located at a point where two or more sub-channels in this network meet. There appear to be several groups of flood dunes in this area in the lee of obstacles (Fig. 2b), which is similar in setting to pendant bars seen behind obstacles in terrestrial flood environments (Baker, 2009), although the dune morphologies are more transverse than flow parallel in this case. In the clearest examples, the morphology is similar to the dunes measured in area 1 (i.e. channel-transverse, sinuous to linear ridges); the morphometry of this group has been measured in detail. There are about ten transverse bedforms in this series, with those at the downstream end being more well-defined, but smaller. The dunes decrease in length along the direction of flow (from ~ 80 m to ~34 m) but do not change in mean height (2.2 m compared to 2.3 m). However, the interdunal space increases as the length of the dunes decrease. This may be due to infilling from subsequent flows or later, possibly aeolian, material which, on Earth, can fill dune troughs (Carling, 1996a; Carling et al., 2016) increasing dune spacing and decreasing the apparent height of dunes. This pattern is somewhat different to site 1, where there was little change in dune length with distance down flow. The morphometry data are summarised in table 2. HiRISE images (Fig. 4b) reveal that the dunes do not have a rough texture like those in site 1, but do have a subtle pattern of polygonal troughs on their stoss sides. This texture is also found on the interdune areas and on the surrounding channel floors.

Site 3: The third area where possible flood-formed dunes have been identified is in Lethe Valles, ~ 120 km from the overspill point from the Western Elysium basin, and just downstream from a cataract system (see Balme et al., 2011, 2010). This field of features is ~ 3 km long and ~ 400 m wide. It occurs in, and downstream of, a smaller side channel to the main flow; the putative dunes are enclosed on one side by the channel edge (Fig. 2c). These forms have a distinctive morphology that differs from the other dunes...
identified in this study as they do not have a traditional dune crest-ridge shape in plan-view. They do, however, clearly possess shallow upstream sides, and steep downstream faces, and so resemble ‘rhomboid’ (sometimes called ‘chevron’) dunes that occur in transcritical flows (Allen, 1982, Vol. 1). The maximum height for this series of features is 7.2 m, which is almost as high as the depth of the channel here (approximately ~10 m deep to one possible morphological channel margin, or ~17 m depth to an alternative channel margin). The bedforms have very low steepness (0.2), are very asymmetrical (2.95), and therefore have very shallow stoss slopes with a mean of 1.7° and maximum of 2.6°. When viewed in HiRISE images (Fig. 4c), the features are smooth and have subtle polygonal-patterned upper surfaces, similar to those of the dunes in site 2. This texture is also found on the eastern channel margin (the channel floor is infilled by later, rougher, blocky material). The surfaces of the rhomboids also contain narrow (< 1 m) lineaments or subtle troughs that are very straight, which can sometimes extend for great distances (up to hundreds of metres), and which sometimes cut across several ‘bedforms’.

Site 4: This site is located ~30 km further along the Lethe Vallis channel from site 3 and appears to host more fields of dune like forms (Fig. 2d). These bedforms occur on either side of the channel, at a point where it widens after going around a streamlined island that is ~7 km long and ~1.5 km wide. The dune-like forms are larger than at sites 1 and 2, with distances between crests of several hundred metres. The bedforms are crescentic in plan-view shape, and have a steep downstream side and a shallower stoss side. The crest-ridges tend to be oblique to the channel thalweg, with the normal to the crest pointing slightly into the centre of the channel. At the time of writing there was no HiRISE DEM available for this area. Overall, the features here appear to be subdued, with shallower slopes than the other sites, but without high-resolution DEM data, this topography can only be assessed qualitatively. These features have the same surface texture (Fig. 4d) as the rhomboid features in site 3: smooth surfaces with subtle polygonal textures and faint lineations.
4.2 Morphometry of possible dune features

For the three sites with HiRISE DEM coverage, we measured the shape of the putative dunes. For site 1, we measured the same set of features as studied by Burr, et al. (2004), but used a completely different type of topography data (derived from stereo photogrammetry, rather than shape from shading). This allows us to test Burr et al.’s data, and provide a robust test of their dune hypothesis. We also compared the proposed bedforms in Athabasca to previous data for terrestrial dunes used in work on the palaeohydrology of the Kuray (Siberia) flood-formed dunes (Carling, 1996a, b). Table 2 shows a summary of the data collected in this study, together with the data of Burr et al. (2004) and the Carling (1996b) Siberian dunes data. The measurement data were obtained from profiles as described above and shown in Fig. 3.
Table 2. Comparison morphometric data for this study and previous studies on Earth and Mars. * = weighted means used as measurement errors were not the same for each datum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Past studies</th>
<th>This study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kuray Dunes (Carling, 1996b)</td>
<td>Athabasca Site 1 (Burr et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data points</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max height (m)</td>
<td>~16</td>
<td>~5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean height, $H_d$ (m)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max length (m)</td>
<td>~200</td>
<td>~130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean length, L (m)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># with longer stoss than lee</td>
<td>~85%</td>
<td>~90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean steepness*</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max steepness</td>
<td>~0.12</td>
<td>~0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steepness st. dev.</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean asymmetry*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max asymmetry</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetry st. dev.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoss angle range</td>
<td>3-10°</td>
<td>4-14°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean stoss angle*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee angle range</td>
<td>&gt;3°, 17-19°</td>
<td>8-20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Lee angle*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The site 1 and 2 dune candidates are similar in size and form, being generally a few metres high and a few tens of metres long (Fig. 5, 6). Their stoss slopes are about half as steep as their lee slopes and are generally a few times longer in planview. There is little difference between site 1 and 2 – site 2 has slightly smaller and lower features, but they generally plot in the same area on an asymmetry/steepness plot (Fig. 5). The asymmetry/steepness data for sites 1 and 2 are very close to those values shown in Figure 10 of Carling et al. (1996b) showing a similarity in form between the two data sets. This consilience was also found by Burr et al. (Burr et al., 2004; fig 6). The site 3 features are different though, as shown both by their morphology described above, and in their size and form. They are generally longer (a few hundred metres in length) and about twice as high but flatter (Fig. 6). It is clear from both morphology and morphometry that the site 3 features are distinct from the site 2 and 3 features. We have no morphometry data for site 4, but do note that they are larger than the site 1 or 2 features.

5. Analysis

5.1 Morphology and morphometry

Burr et al. (2004) detail the arguments for the site 1 dune-like features being aqueous dunes and a brief additional discussion is provided here. Visually the landforms studied in this paper appear similar to examples of terrestrial analogues, such as the Kuray dunes and the dunes in the Washington scablands (e.g., Baker, 2009; Carling, 1996b). The site 1 and site 2 features in the Athabasca main channel and overflow areas are particularly similar in morphology to terrestrial flood-formed dunes. The data in Table 2 also shows the morphometry is comparable in shape and size to terrestrial flood-formed dunes (table 2 and Fig. 5). The positioning of these dunes within a channel contiguous to a feature that is indicative of flow (a streamlined island in site 1 and an overspill channel in site 2) add support to this interpretation. In Site 1, the direction
at which the dune field extends is from roughly NE to SW. The prevailing winds in this region are SE to NW (Burr et al., 2004) which argues against these being aeolian dunes.

The possible bedforms identified in site 3, the Lethe Valles channel (Figs. 2c and 4c), share similarities to the Athabasca Valles dunes discussed above but have an exaggerated asymmetry (Fig. 5) and the appearance of rhomboid dunes, which are created in a different flow regime. It has been suggested that this type of dune forms in transcritical flows with a Froude number ~ 1, in narrow channels, and where hydraulic jumps may be present (Chang and Simons, 1970). This environment matches the characteristics in the Lethe Valles channel where these bedforms appear.

Our data are similar to those obtained by Burr et al. (2004) obtained using a different topographic dataset and lower resolution imaging data. We find that both site 1 and site 2 dunes occupy similar morphometric parameter spaces and, as found by, nearly all of the putative dunes from sites 1 and 2 plot to the right of a power function with an exponent of 0.84 in a height/length plot. The site 3 features are even flatter, and plot far to the right of this line.

5.2 Estimates of palaeoflow characteristics

The application of hydraulic modelling to Martian channel systems can be limited by a lack of knowledge of flow depth. Where channel bedforms (such as dunes) exist, flow depth may be estimated independently of channel morphology. Carling’s (1996b) hydraulic modelling method used dune morphology to estimate flow depth, and was used by Burr et al. (2004) for Mars. This model requires data describing bed roughness (Manning’s friction coefficient) and grain size but this information is generally unavailable for the Martian surface, and estimates must be used instead. Although HiRISE image resolution is sufficient to give an impression of the largest channel floor particles, there is no way of knowing if this is representative of the surface during flow, or if channel beds have been infilled by late-flood sediments, later lavas, or have gained a thick covering of dust or sand since the flood event. This observation makes it difficult, per-
haps impossible, to know the bed roughness or the average grain size at present. Burr et al. (2004) estimated these factors for their discharge calculations, as have other researchers (e.g., Kleinhans, 2005; McIntyre et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2009), using whatever information is best available.

Noting these difficulties, we have used a simple set of conditions and equations based on dune morphology alone to make a first order estimate of discharge. We first assume that these bedforms are dunes, rather than antidunes. This assumption seems a reasonable, given the measured asymmetries, as dunes should have longer stoss than lee slopes (see also arguments presented for site 1 by Burr et al., 2004). We calculate discharge by (i) first estimating flow depth, from measurements of dune length, (ii) estimating flow speed from Froude numbers inferred from dune morphology, and then (iii) combining these data with measured channel widths to give discharge.

Flow depths have been estimated from dune length measurements. Many authorities have noted that flow depth scales with dune height and length. We follow Julien and Klaassen (1995) and van Rijn (1984), who find that, for simple dunes with a consistent cross section across a channel section (“2D dunes”), the following approximation applies:

\[ L = a \alpha 2 \pi h \]  

(1)

where \( L \) is dune length, \( \alpha \) a constant, and \( h \) is flow depth. Carling (1996b) notes that significant variation exists in this relationship represented in the equations by a range of values for \( \alpha \), where \( \alpha \) is 0.7 for developing gravel-dunes, falling to 0.4 for the steepest dunes. Values for \( \alpha \) of 0.6 to 1.1 are given for fluvial sand dunes. We assume that \( \alpha = 0.7 \) because, at least for site 1 and site 2, the dune steepness values are ~0.05 to 0.06, consistent with the steepness of ‘developing’ gravel-dunes given in Carling (1996b).

Next, because dunes form when flow is sub-critical (as opposed to antidunes, the bedforms generated when flow is critical to supercritical) we assume the Froude number of flow was between ~ 0.45 to ~
0.84, based on the review of the formation of coarse-grained (gravel) aqueous bedforms of Carling (1999) and in accord with the flow modelling of Athabasca Vallis by Burr (2003) where calculated Froude number was typically 0.5. We can then use the expression for Froude number to calculate approximate flow speeds. Froude number (Fr) is given by

$$ F_r = \frac{v}{\sqrt{gh}} $$

(2)

where $v$ is flow velocity, $g$ is gravity. Combining (1) and (2) gives

$$ v = F_r \sqrt{\frac{gL}{\alpha s \pi}} $$

(3)

and hence discharge can be calculated as

$$ Q = vhw $$

(4)

where $w$ is the width of the flow.

These simplified discharge estimate equations were tested against the more complete model of Carling (1996b), who estimate the paleodischarge data of floods that formed dunes in the Kuray dunefield in the Altai Mountains Siberia. Carling (1996b) gives a peak discharge estimate of $7.5 \times 10^5$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ for the floods that formed the dunes. The maximum dune length in this field is 200m with a height of 16m, and a ‘field width’ of 2400m (Carling, 1996b). Using these data with the simplified equation (3) and assuming a Froude number between 0.45 and 0.84, gives a discharge of between $6.4 \times 10^5$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ and $1.2 \times 10^6$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$, comparing well with Carling’s discharge value. Indeed, Carling (1996b) states “It should be emphasized that the model indicates the probable scale of palaeoflows and not absolute values. Nevertheless, even allowing for parameter uncertainty, it appears that the discharge over the Kuray dunefield was probably about $7.5\times 10^5$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ and need not have exceeded $10^6$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ with a water depth of only a few tens of metres.” In this case,
it would seem reasonable that the simplified equations for discharge would be adequate given the limitations of the Mars data available and the purposes of this study.

Site 1. Main Athabasca Channel

The mean dune length in site 1 is 50 m (table 2). Assuming Froude numbers of 0.45 - 0.84, the values obtained for $v$ are $\sim 3.0$ to $5.5$ ms$^{-1}$, with a flow depth of about 11 m. Importantly, the dune heights as measured are below this depth. The longest dune length measured in site 1 was 94m, about double the mean. Using this largest value for length in (3) gives values for $v$ of $4.0$ to $7.5$ ms$^{-1}$, with flow depths of $\sim 21$ m. Again, the measured height of this dune is less than the estimated flow depth. Given that the channel here is about 19 km wide, discharge, $Q$, can be estimated as being between $6.4 \times 10^5$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ to $1.2 \times 10^6$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ for the mean dune length, or $1.6 \times 10^6$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ to $3.0 \times 10^6$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ for the longest dunes. These latter data are close to the discharge estimates of Burr, et al. (2004), who found peak values of $\sim 2 \times 10^6$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ using a fuller hydraulic model based on Carling (1996a,b). The similarity of the values is consistent with the hypothesis that the dunes are consistent in length and height being formed due to a flood of this magnitude of discharge.

Site 2. Athabasca overspill area

There appear to be up to nine transverse ridges at this site, making a pattern of dunes similar to the “2D dunes” in site 1. The ridges become progressively shorter in length and less wide along the direction in flow (see Fig. 4b). The ridges also become discontinuous. This morphological adjustment probably is due to the confluence of another branch of the overspill channel. Although the dunes get progressively shorter and narrower along the dune field they do not appear to reduce in height. They get steeper, and more fragmented in morphology, so they become more like isolated “3D” dunes than ridge-like bars. 3D dunes tend to form at lower Froude numbers (Carling, 1996a), representing less turbulent and relatively deeper
(compared to their velocity) flows. We apply the same technique to estimate discharge as we did for site 1, but note that this may not be applicable for these dunes further down-stream.

For the dune ridges furthest upstream in site 2, the largest dune length is 83m with a dune height of 3.5 m. Applying Equations 1-3 with Froude numbers of 0.45 to 0.84, to these values gives a flow speed 3.8 to 7.1 ms\(^{-1}\) and flow depth of about \(\sim 19\) m. Using the mean values for length of 40 m, the calculated flow speeds are 2.6 to 4.9 ms\(^{-1}\), with a flow depth of \(\sim 9\) m. If the 3D shape of the dunes at the downstream end of this channel reach are representative of lower Froude number flow then this, together with their shorter lengths, suggests much slower flow speeds here than 500m or so upstream. This reduction in flow rate is probably because of the convergence of several narrower channels to one larger, broader channel here (Fig. 7). Using the mean dune length, the lower, more conservative, Froude number for flow speed here, and the calculated depth and measured 7 km width of the channel (just downstream of C in Fig. 7) gives a discharge of about \(1.7\times10^5\) m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\). Using data for the smallest dunes in the downstream part of the flow, discharge is only \(4.7\times10^4\) m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\). In contrast, using the Froude numbers of 0.45 to 0.84 again, perhaps more applicable to the upstream dunes, gives discharge values of \(5\times10^5\) m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\) to \(9\times10^5\) m\(^3\)s\(^{-1}\).

Site 3 – Lethe Valles Rhomboid dunes

Rhomboid dunes usually form in shallow fast moving flows where the Froude number \(\sim 1\), so flow is transcritical above both sand beds (Chang and Simons, 1970; Allen, 1982, Vol. 1, p. 405) and gravel beds (Ikeda, 1983), such as where there is sudden channel widening or deepening, or in a narrow channel where oblique standing waves may occur. In experimental flows above sand beds, rhomboid dunes were also associated with superimposed linear grooves (Karcz & Kersey, 1980) as noted at this location. In the case of
the Lethe Valles, the putative rhomboid dunes are found at a location where conditions might have existed which match the terrestrial setting of rhomboid dunes. The dunes form at the point at which two channel-segments, separated by a streamlined island, reconverge. They form immediately against the side of the channel. Also, where the dunes begin, there are a series of topographic obstacles and roughness elements (probably bedrock remnants) which might have caused a hydraulic jump in the flow. This topographic setting may have been enough to have set up an oblique standing wave, allowing such dunes to form. The channel where these dunes occur is ~2km to 2.5 km wide and at most ~17 m deep (Balme et al., 2011) but, depending on where one interprets the flow surface to be, based on the topographic profile, the ‘active’ depth could have been as little as 10 m; see Fig. 8. If these are rhomboid dunes, then their morphology indicates relatively shallow flows (Chang and Simons 1970; Karcz and Kersey 1980) of water above the top of the dunes.

The turbulent nature of the flow suspected to create these type of dunes makes the equations used for site 1 and 2 inappropriate for this area. A very approximate estimate of discharge can be made, though: if these forms were generated in a flow with Froude number of ~1.0 and an approximate channel depth of 10-17 m, then, from (2), the flow velocity was about 6-8 ms$^{-1}$. With a channel width of ~2 km, discharges of $1.2\times10^5$ - $3\times10^5$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$ would have occurred. These values are more than twice the discharge estimate for Lethe Vallis as a whole ($1\times10^4$ - $5\times10^4$ m$^3$s$^{-1}$) made by Balme et al. (2011). The discrepancy could be because these dunes formed during peak discharge with high Froude numbers, whereas the whole-channel estimate is based only on the slope, depth and estimated roughness of the channel.

### 6. Discussion

#### 6.1. Comparison with previous Martian studies
The morphometry data shown in table 2 and Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate a close similarity between the results gathered from a HiRISE DEM (this study) and from MOCNA photoclinometry (Burr et al., 2004). This reanalysis validates the arguments and analysis of Burr et al. (2004) and their conclusion that these are flood-formed dunes and is consistent with the flow modelling conducted by Burr (2003). Our data from the nearby site 2 plot in the same positions as the site 1 data in two different parameter spaces (asymmetry-steepness, and length-height). Also, the dune-like forms here have a similar morphology and setting to those in site 1. We conclude that these landforms formed in the same way as those in site 1. This outcome adds further credence to the conclusion that Athabasca Vallis and its tributary channels were formed by (or at least were the conduits for) aqueous floods, and that sub-aqueous dunes formed during such flows.

Calculations using data gathered from site 1 give an estimated dune forming discharge of about 6×10^5 to 3×10^6 m³s⁻¹. This discharge range is close to the estimate of Burr et al. (2004) who estimate that discharge was 7.5×10⁴ m³s⁻¹ at the start of dune formation, increasing to 2.1×10⁶ m³s⁻¹ at the peak of the flood. Burr et al. (2004) used both a different dataset and a fuller hydraulic modelling approach, but our simple dune morphometry-based calculations provides reassurance both that these features are consistent with formation in a megaflood, and that the peak flood discharge in Athabasca was around 10⁶ m³s⁻¹. Again, our analysis supports the conclusions of Burr et al. (2004), despite using a different model and a different dataset.

Interestingly, the inferred discharge in site 2 (4.7×10⁴ to 9.4×10⁵ m³s⁻¹), a smaller, distributary overspill channel, is only about an order of magnitude less than that of the main channel discharge. This result probably reflects the fact that this zone is a convergence of several smaller overspill channels: McIntyre et al. (2012) found discharge values of ~ 4×10⁴ to 1.4×10⁵ m³s⁻¹ for a single overspill channel conduit near the source region of Athabasca Vallis. The relatively high site 2 discharge could indicate peak flow conditions, or a relatively brief period of overspill before the main Athabasca channel was down-cut enough to abandon...
this channel. Either way, these data suggest that even the overspill channels associated with Athabasca Val- 

6.2 Comparison with terrestrial studies

Carling (1999) collated a large data set of dune height (H) and lengths (L) for gravel dunes formed in experi-

imental channels, in rivers and in palaeofloods. Notably these dunes all developed in water. An apprecia-
tion of the data trends demonstrated that the growth of 2D dunes tended to follow the trend:

\[ H = 0.0073L^{1.5} \]  

which is plotted in Fig. 6. When developing for long enough in sustained flows, dunes tend to develop 
maximum steepness; i.e. maximum heights for minimum length. The upper limit to steepness has been 
described by Ashley et al. (1990) as \( H = 0.16L^{0.84} \) for dunes formed in sandy beds and as:

\[ H = 0.18L^{0.84} \]  

for gravel dunes (Carling, 1999); which trend is plotted in Fig. 6.

The Site 1 dunes tend to be 2D forms, transverse to the flow and, despite scatter, are evenly spread 
across the trend of Equation 5. Some are of shorter span; Site 1 dunes exhibit more 3D forms and tend to 
plot above Equation 5. Site 2 dunes are also transverse but again those that exhibit a more 3D form also 
plot above Equation 5. The Lethe rhomboid dunes at site 3 are evidently low-amplitude non-equilibrium 
forms developed in unsteady flows as described above.

It is evident that the Martian 2D bedforms not only generally develop steepness in accord with Equation 5, 
which pertains to gravel dunes on Earth, but steeper dunes, which tend to be 3D, also conform to the 
steepness limit appropriate for water-lain gravel dunes (Equation 6). The accordance of the behaviour of 
Martian and Earth bedforms could be fortuitous, but the conformity is remarkable and is a strong indicator
that the Martian bedforms are alluvial dunes and probably are formed in gravel rather than sand. Such a conclusion is a strong argument for the former presence of large water floods on the Martian surface. In addition, the consilience in the behaviour of flow and the deformation of the channel bed to form dunes on both Mars and Earth is consistent with the classical arguments of Komar (1979; 1980). Komar (1979; 1980), Burr et al. (2006) and Carling et al. (2009a) have argued that the application of fluid mechanics equations developed for terrestrial environments is appropriate for Martian environments as both systems are subject to the laws of physics.

6.3 New areas containing dunes

The identification of new areas (sites 2 to 4) containing landforms of similar morphology to those in site 1 add further weight to the interpretation that there were dune-forming floods in this system. The similar morphology, morphometry and inferred discharge values from sites 1 and 2 all support this conclusion. As described by Burr et al. (2004), other explanations (such as aeolian deposition) do not explain the morphology or setting of the dunes. This is especially true in our site 2, where dunes are observed associated with streamlined remnants in the flow. The interpretations for sites 3 and 4 are more equivocal: the rhomboid dunes hypothesis for site 3 is compelling in that these features appear to be found in a setting appropriate to the interpretation. However, it must remain only a working hypothesis until further good terrestrial (or perhaps Martian) analogues can be found, for it is difficult to judge whether their morphology is consistent with aqueous floods on Earth, or if there is another explanation (perhaps as erosional forms within the flood; Carling et al., 2009b) for these distinctive morphologies. The interpretation for Site 4 is also inconclusive due to the lack of good terrain data. Here, though, the downstream pattern of the features, and their restriction to within the channel, argues strongly that they were formed in association with flow of a fluid through Lethe Vallis. Again, though, without topographic information at the required scale it is uncertain whether these are depositional sedimentary features, as it is possible that they could be some kind of
flood-formed erosional feature, such as pseudo-dunes (Richardson & Carling, 2005) eroded into the bedrock. We must restrict ourselves to concluding that at least some of the forms here are consistent in planview morphology and scale to flood-formed sedimentary dunes. Not least the asymmetry (Fig. 4d) and the strong skewing of the crestlines (Figs. 2d and 4d) of the site 4 bedforms with respect to the assumed flow direction is consistent with aqueous dunes forming in a strongly three-dimensional flow field (Allen, 1984, Vol. 2 p. 145; Rubin and Ikeda, 1990). A strongly developed three-dimensional flow is consistent with the location of the bedforms on the outside of a channel bend. Taken together, though, the evidence appears to be more compelling: within this very large system of erosional channels there are several, widely separated, examples of features that can be interpreted as flood-formed dunes, and that, for at least one site, this interpretation is robust when analysed using two different datasets.

6.4 Significance of identification of flood-formed dunes.

These results lend further support to the conclusion that one or more megaflood events flowed down the Athabasca Valles due to geological activity at the Cerberus Fossae. This, in turn, adds further evidence for, in the recent past, there having been significant subsurface water in local aquifers (Burr et al., 2002a; Hanna and Phillips, 2006; Head et al., 2003; Manga, 2004) that provided water for the floods. Although it has been proposed that these dunes were later coated in a thin veneer of lava (e.g., Jaeger et al., 2007), dunes are not features that can be formed by flowing lava. Hence, it is likely that these features are sedimentary in the main part. This is itself of interest from an astrobiological point of view. Although the cold, dry high UV radiation surface (Horneck, 2000; Smith and McKay, 2005) conditions on Mars today arguably make it unlikely to support life of any kind now or in the recent past, a subsurface aquifer provides a much more promising habitat (Fisk and Giovanni, 1999), especially in a setting where there is evidence of volcanic activity that could have provided heat and energy, perhaps as a hydrothermal system. Sediments deposited in flood-formed features such as dunes might themselves have originated from within such habitats, and
any water-ice preserved deep within the dunes (especially if later covered and protected by a thin crust of lava) would certainly have come from this aquifer. Some of the lithic materials that compose the dunes could also have been sourced from deep underground from within possibly habitable environments. Hence, drilling into these flood-formed dunes would provide an opportunity to search for biomarkers from a recent subsurface, possibly habitable environment which could have supported a biosphere (Fisk and Giovannoni, 1999).

7. Conclusions

(1) The current analysis, using improved resolution DEMs (from HiRISE stereo imagery vs MOC photoclinometry), supports the conclusion of Burr et al. (2004) that there are aqueous flood-formed dunes in the main Athabasca Valles channel.

(2) Previously undescribed sets of landforms found in other channels associated with Athabasca Vallis are also likely to be flood-formed dunes.

(3) In Lethe Vallis, an overspill channel from a large basin further downstream from Athabasca, bedforms have a distinctive rhomboid morphology that is consistent with some examples of terrestrial aqueous dunes that form in high Froude number transcritical flows.

(4) Morphometric data were used to estimate discharge in the dune-forming floods. We used a, simple first-order method to estimate discharge that differs from that employed by Burr et al. (2004) but the results are similar. This outcome gives credence to the hypothesis that the features in this location are indeed subaqueous dunes and formed in a large flood event.
(5) Notably, bedform steepness on Mars develops in accord with the growth of gravel dunes on Earth; reaching a limit to maximum steepness limit that is remarkably consistent with that observed for water-lain dunes on Earth.

(6) Taken together, these observations and calculations strongly support the hypothesis of a large scale flood or floods originating from the Cerberus Fossae, flowing down Athabasca Valles into the Western Elysium basin, then filling and spilling into Lethe Valles and other channels.

(7) Finally, if the floods that formed these dunes had their origin in a subsurface aquifer, then they might, even now, contain materials (ice and sediment) from within this aquifer. As such sub-surface Martian environments are possibly habitable these flood-formed dunes might be good targets for future astrobiological exploration as they could preserve biosignatures from a subsurface biosphere, if such exists.
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Fig Captions

Fig. 1. Speculated extent of “platy-ridged-terrain” sourced from the Cerberus Fossae and which in-fills topography (Balme et al., 2010). It is likely that this platy-ridged terrain outlines the extent of past fluvial flooding. White arrows indicate flow directions. The shaded region is equivalent to the maximum ponding extents of the fluid that carved Athabasca Vallis. Numbers show locations of putative fluvial dune study areas.

Fig. 2. Possible dune sites in the Athabasca/Lethe Vallis region. Inferred flow direction of flooding shown by black arrows in all cases. Colour represents topography based on 1 m grid HiRISE DEMs. No stereo HiRISE coverage was available for site 4, so there is not DEM to overlay on the site. Brown shows the highest areas, and blue/white the lowest. White boxes show locations of detailed views shown in Fig. 4. a. Dunes in Athabasca Vallis, Site 1, identified by Burr et al. (2004). From HiRISE images PSP_002661_1895 and PSP_003294_1895. b. Dunes in an overspill channel that extends perpendicular to Athabasca Vallis (Site 2). From HiRISE images PSP_009768_1880 and PSP_010045_1880. c. Site 3: possible rhomboid dunes in Lethe Vallis – an overspill/return channel from the main Western Elysium Basin. From HiRISE images PSP_006762_1840 and PSP_010335_1840. d. Possible dunes further down Lethe Vallis (site 4). From CTX image D08_030365_1843. North is up in all images and in all following images unless otherwise stated. Image credits NASA/JPL/UofA/MSSS.

Fig. 3. Schematic cross-section through a dune and the measurements made from the remote sensing data. \(H_d\) is the dune height, \(L_s\) the stoss length, \(L_l\) the lee length. The total length of the dune is \(L\) and is simply \(L_s + L_l\). These parameters are used in Table 2.

Fig. 4. Morphology of the putative dunes as seen in HiRISE images. White arrows shows inferred flow direction of dune-forming floods. a. Site 1 dune example. The bedforms are wide (compared to their downstream length) and their crests are gently sinuous in plan-view. The crest to crest distances are usually < 100 m. Note the rough surface texture of both the dunes and many inter-dune areas. Oval/round features are RMLs as described in the text. Part of HiRISE image PSP_002661_1895. b. Site 2 dune example. This area contains features with the most dune-like morphology. Again, the bedforms are wide and have gently sinuous ridge-crests. The crest to crest distances are usually ~ 100 m. The areas in and around the bedforms have a distinctive polygonal texture. The polygons occur at different scales, with wavelengths being 2-30 m. The smallest versions of this pattern are also seen on the upstream sides of the dunes themselves. Part of HiRISE image PSP_009768_1880. c. Site 3 dune example. This area contains contiguous rhomboid forms, each with a gently sloping upstream face and a steeper downstream face. Some of the features have a more triangular shape, others are rhomboid but we describe them all as ‘rhomboid‘). The points of the rhomboid point downstream. The lengths of the rhomboid features range from ~ 100 m to ~ 250 m. The surfaces of these rhomboid forms contain subtly polygonal pattern, similar to site 2, and also lineations and grooves, usually < 1m across and tens or sometimes hundreds of metres long. Part of HiRISE image PSP_006762_1840. d. Site 4 possible dune example. These features are larger than those in sites 1 and 2, being ~ 200m in length, and are oriented obliquely to the downstream direction. They do not have the simple transverse ridge-crest pattern seen in sites 1 and 2, but do have steeper downstream faces compared to upstream. Polygonal patterned surfaces bearing lineations are seen on these features, similar to site 3. Part of HiRISE image ESP_030365_1845. All images credit NASA/JPL/UofA.
Fig. 5. Shapes of dune forms in Sites 1-3. Asymmetry (stoss length divided by lee length) is plotted against steepness (dune height divided by dune total length). Note that the majority of the features have asymmetry >1 indicating longer stoss than lee slopes, and that there are a significant proportion of significantly asymmetric (>4) features in the dataset. The site 1 and site 2 features occupy similar areas in this parameter space but the Site 3 ‘rhomboid’ dunes are significantly flatter, with a much lower ratio of height to length (steepness).

Fig. 6. Height vs. length plot of dune forms measured in this study, compared with similar data for site 1 from Burr et al. (2004). Also shown are equations (4) and (5) from Carling (1999) as described in the text (Section 6.2).

Fig. 7. Site 2 dunes (labelled A, B, C). Fig.4b covers B (the larger, continuous ridge-like 2D dunes) to C (the small, more 3D–style dunes). From A to B there are forms similar in scale to those at B which appear to be bedforms, but do not have a consistent ridge-like shape. The transition from multiple channels at the top of the image to one broad channel at the bottom is clear. The double-arrowed line shows the width of the channel at this point (~ 7km). CTX image B01_010045_1878. Image credit NASA/JPL/MSSS.

Fig. 8. HiRISE topography of site 4, part of the Lethe Vallis channel system. Top: topographic profile AA' across the wider channel. The black arrow marks the location of the tallest putative rhomboid dune. Subtle terraces can be seen as inflexions or steps in the profile. Below: HiRISE DEM overlain on a HiRISE orthoimage. The location of the topographic profile AA' is shown, as is the location of the large dune candidate (black arrow). Flow was south to north (bottom to top of the image). Note the streamlined islands and the well-defined inner channel within the broader Lethe Vallis.